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OVERVIEW:
"E" units provide sequential direction control of model locomotives that
are designed to operate with AC track power. Some "E" units had only
forward and reverse positions, however the vast majority function with
a FORWARD - NEUTRAL - REVERSE - NEUTRAL - FORWARD
sequence as track power is interrupted. Unintentional power
interruptions caused by track dirt or gaps in the rails such as at switch
turnouts tend to be ignored by this electronic "E" unit so the possibility
of accidental sequencing is minimized. Unlike mechanical "E" units
which retain their last position, this electronic "E" unit will revert to an
initial "power on" state after power has been interrupted for an
extended period of time. This initial state can be either FORWARD or
NEUTRAL.
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS: Install the E-unit where as much
free air space exists, using the attached mounting tape. For best
adhesion, degrease the area first, then being very careful that no bare
wires or other metallic objects come in contact with the components or
the circuit board, mount the E-unit. If any contact is made to any metal
object or stray wire while powered up, damage will occur to the E-unit.
If you need to get better clearance, use more double sided tape (item
388).
Refer to figure #1 and position the board to match. At the right hand
side of the board are two, two (2) pin headers which encompasses
connections 1 and 2. These connections are made with two, two (2)
place connectors with wires attached. Since all of the connectors use
the same color pair of wires it is recommended that you mark the body
and mate with markers to indicate which connector goes to which
mate. Improper connections will destroy the "E" unit and are not
covered under any warranty. Whenever unplugging the connectors DO
NOT pull on the wires! Only unplug the connectors be placing your nail
or other thin item on the edges of the connector and pull upwards from
the board. Pulling on the wires will damage the connections of the wire
inside the connector.
Connection 1 is the track power input labeled "TRK". The red and gray
wires need to be connected to the input power coming from the track.
The gray wire is to be connected to the center rail pick up rollers, right
hand rail for two rail installations. The red wire is to be connected to
the locomotive frame ground and thus to the outside rails, left hand rail
for two rail installations.
Connection 2 is the motor brush wires labeled "MTR". The red and
gray wires which are to be connected to the motor brushes. These
wires should be connected so that when the "E" unit initially "powers
on" in FORWARD the locomotive actually starts in FORWARD. When
the FORWARD direction is set, the red wire is positive and the gray
wire is negative.

This electronic "E" unit (0.9" by 1.95" by approx. 0.375" in height) is
designed for DC motors. It will provide sequential direction control for
locomotives with permanent magnet DC motors. It has a continuous
duty capacity of two (2) amperes of current flow, sufficient for most
newer locomotives with small motors. While most operators will use
AC track power, this "E" unit will also sequence with DC track power.
The initial "power on" state is user selectable so you can decide if
you want the locomotive to start in either FORWARD or NEUTRAL.
Provision is made so that a switch (not supplied) can be installed to
lock the "E" unit in its initial state. Lock in FORWARD for automation
applications or lock in NEUTRAL to allow sound systems and lights
to function with a static locomotive. If power is off for approximately 6
seconds, the "E" unit will reset to its initial "power on" position. The
"E" unit was also designed for easy installation of accessory items
such as lighting. Remember that when lighting is controlled from the
"E" unit the total current from the "E" unit includes the lighting current
as well as the motor current.

not for use by children

switch assembly, item 517, to be connected to lock the "E" unit so
it does not sequence. The "E" unit can be locked in either the
FORWARD or NEUTRAL positions depending on the status of the
lockout switch (open = sequence) and startup selection (see
Connection 5). A wire harness, item 224, can also be purchased to
use your own switch.
Connection 4 is the startup selector, it has a 2 pin header with a
shorting connector installed. It is labeled "START" With the jumper
installed (as shipped) the E-unit will initially "power on" in the
FORWARD position. If the connector is removed, the E-unit will
initialize in the NEUTRAL position.
Note: Smoke units SHOULD NOT BE CONNECTED to the motor
brushes. Connect these units directly to track power by placing
them in parallel with the red and gray power input wires.
Double motored units: connect the motors in parallel or try a series
connection. This will slow the locomotive down but may yield more
realistic speeds. It will also reduce the current required by half!
Remember, this e-unit is rated for 2 ampere's of motor current! Use
E-Unit, item #400 or #1400, for higher currents.
Various lighting applications are shown on the web site copy of
these instructions. We also offer super bright, LED's which are
excellent for headlight use (item 536-3mm, 537-5mm). They offer
the same color rendition as a regular lamp but much higher
intensity. Our LED packs have full instructions for proper wiring.
Units returned for repair or replacement (at our discretion), require
$40 minimum, plus $10 return shipping to be included with the unit.
Prices subject to change w/o notice. Wire harnesses damaged
from improper use are not covered under any warranty.
Replacements are available, see item #222 or item #224.

Connection 3,optional lockout connection. Located at the upper left
side of the circuit board, labeled "LOCK". This permits a lockout
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Item #586
680 ohm
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dwg #2 - using LED's with AC track power. Both are
constantly ON. If only one LED is desired you do
need to use a diode for the other LED.

Item #586
680 ohm
1/2 watt

dwg #3 - directional LED's. If only one LED is desired you
do need to use a diode for the other LED.

Item #586
680 ohm
1/2 watt

dwg #3A - two directional LED's. If only one direction pair
of LED's is desired you do need to use a diode for the
other LED's.

L1 - forward
L2 - reverse

DC
motor
(armature)

dwg #4 - 1.5 volt lamp directional headlights. The lamps MUST be
insulated from the chassis. This configuration reduces the
operating voltage to the motor.
L3 - interior

L2 - reverse
L1 - forward

DC
motor
(armature)

dwg #5 - 1.5 volt lamp directional headlights plus 1.5 volt constant lighting.
The lamps MUST be insulated from the chassis. This
configuration reduces the operating voltage to the motor.

All additional items are available from Dallee Electronics, Inc.
They are located on page 5 of the price schedule.
Note: It is normal for a small glow in the opposite direction lamp / LED. This
is caused by the back EMF coming from the motor. Some will have more
than others. This is usually negligible and is harmless.
Other motor "help" is available on our web site. Look under "Product
Instructions & Technical Index" and scroll down to the "E" unit section.

